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ABSTRACT

Improvement of industrial performance such as cost, lead-time, adaptability, variety and traceability is the major finality of companies. Thus, they need to collaborate and to strengthen their coordination mechanisms. Information exchange, supply chain practices and inter-organizational collaboration becomes then strategic issues: what is the nature of the information that can be shared with customers and suppliers? Which impact on the performance of a company is expectable? What is about the performance of the whole supply chain? It is essential for a company to identify the information whose exchange contributes to its performance, to control its information flows and to redefine its relationships with its partners. This study aims to release from the literature the main tendencies of collaboration practices and information exchanges leading to the performance and to propose a model of their relations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

To face the strong pressures of the world competition, companies are constantly in search of new ways to improve the performance of their supply chain in order to reduce costs, to improve quality and to increase productivity. To go from an activity centred on the product to an activity, which must permanently meet the needs for the other members of the chain is not an easy change. The borders of a company are then exceeded so that the other partners are regarded as members of a wide structure. However to exchange/share information, competences with other actors of the chain is not easy. To meet this organizational change, it is necessity for the companies to strengthen significantly their mechanisms of coordination and collaboration. Then, information sharing and collaborative practices become strategic questions.

In this study, we are interesting in identifying, at first, the main factors and practices of information exchange and collaboration which can contribute to the supply chain performance in general and the supply chain actors performance individually, and in the second time, to build a generic model which is based on these various factors. We realized a bibliographical study relating to information exchange and collaboration practices, which lead to the performance, in order to identify checked or unchecked relations of cause and effect. From this study, we propose a model of factors influencing supply chain performance. The following section is devoted to the bibliographical study where we analyze the main recent research works dealing with the subject. A synthesis and a classification of the factors contributing to the performance of supply chains are proposed in section 3. In section 4, we present the generic model gathering all factors that contribute to the performance, such as information exchanges and collaboration practices. In section 5, we highlight some strong points of the study and offer suggestions for future research.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Companies try to improve their industrial performance in terms of cost, delays, adaptability, variety and traceability. Collaboration and information exchange between partners becomes essential within any supply chain.

Many works seek how to improve the performance of the supply chains. We based our study on the main recent research works in order to emphasize factors contributing to supply chains performance. Authors try through their models and hypothesis to reinforce collaboration and cooperation devices that contribute to company or supply chain performance. We find various strategies and contributions based on information technologies, information exchange, information sharing, supply chain practices, inter-organizational communication and collaboration.

Paulraj et al. [1] consider inter-organizational communication as a critical factor for strategic collaboration between companies. They define the inter-organizational communication as a relational competence, which can provide a strategic advantage
for the partners of the chain and thus improve their performance.

Focused on the collaboration and the use of the information technology, Chen et al. [2] use the CPFR (Collaborative Planning Forecasting and Replenishment), a collection of practices which aims to radically reduce stocks and expenses and also tries to increase the customer service, to simulate four scenarios of collaboration between a retailer and a supplier. The authors show that the use of the IT cannot alone ensure that partners can gain. Mutual trust plays an essential role in achieving this goal.

Always based on the use of information technologies and with the aim to improve other types of performance - the performance of the market and the financial performance – Seggie et al. [3] explore IT alignment and inter-firm system integration between supply chain partners as supply chain specific IT facilitators of brand equity. However, there could be more supply chain facilitators of brand equity including inter-firm coordination, inter-firm information exchange, partner flexibility and inter-firm integration of supply chain activities. The improvement of brand equity influences positively on market and financial performance.

More generally and while always seeking to improve the performance of the company, Sander [4] aims to extend knowledge on how the use of e-business technologies impacts organizational collaboration, and organizational performance. The author proposes a model of the relationship between organizational use of e-business technologies, organizational collaboration, and organizational performance. Indeed, the growth of Information Technology and especially the Internet and the Web may have had the most profound impact on business integration and collaboration. This study confirmed that e-business technology use have a significant direct impact on both intra and inter-organizational collaboration. Another important finding is the significant impact of intra-organizational collaboration on performance. Hence, companies should invest in strategies that promote cooperation and integration across the functions of the organization.

New concepts appeared with Yang et al. [5]. The authors test the links between relational capital, relational commitment, relational stability, and alliance performance. The cooperation in the form of alliance enables firms to share financial risk, improve service quality, increase productivity, and reduce cost. This study shed light on the importance of managing relationships in supply chain alliances in terms of ensuring relational commitment, trust of suppliers, and relational stability to lead the performance.

Other types of performance are considered in the literature such as delivery performance, supplier performance, customer performance, etc. Zhou et Benton [6] investigate the integration of information sharing and supply chain practice in supply chain management. This study focuses on three aspects of information sharing - information sharing support technology, information content, and information quality - and considers three categories of supply chain performance: supply chain planning, just in time (JIT) production, and delivery practice. On the other hand, this research takes an interest in the delivery performance defining by on-time delivery, perfect order fulfilment rate, and delivery reliability/dependability. The result of this study shows that both effective information sharing and effective supply chain practices are necessary to achieve improvement in supply chain performance, and have significant influence on delivery performance.

Other works are interested in testing the influence of other types of practices on the supply chain performance. Li et al. [7] define supply chain management practices as the set of activities undertaken by an organization to promote effective management of its supply chain, and propose five dimensions of supply chain management practices: strategic supplier partnership, customer relationship, level of information sharing, quality of information sharing, and postponement. These practices influence positively the financial performance, the market performance and create a competitive advantage for the company in terms of price, quality, reliability, product innovation and time to market. Chowa et al. [8] add others practices like communication, integration and customer service management, supply chain concerns, information sharing and specify that even if these practices are different geographically, they influence always positively the total performance of the chain.

Among all the practices studied in the literature, the information exchange and the information sharing remain the most involved practices. Many authors such as [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15] and [16] have sought to identify information that may be shared and to evaluate the impact and the profit of these exchanges. We can so release six kinds of information to be exchanged in the supply chain: products, resources, stocks, delays, demands and planning information.

In practice, to improve supply chain performance, executives often choose to implement either effective information sharing or effective supply chain practices because limited resources usually prevent firms from pursuing both simultaneously. As a solution, Zhou and Benton [6] propose the standardization of supply chain processes. The standardization of supply chain processes tends to help companies to take better advantage of the information shared among supply chain partners. Information sharing is a means to capture the supply chain dynamics and thus reduce uncertainty in external and internal environments. When coupled with the standardization inherent in effective supply chain practices, this uncertainty reduction allows performance improvement.

Klein [17] examines supply chain management relationships between service providers and clients, and focuses on the impacts of the provider’s information exchange behaviour and both parties’ level of trust. Trust has been established as core component of persistent business partnerships and strategic alliances.
Trust influences cooperation and teamwork within organizations characterized as mutually beneficial initiatives. The relationship between service providers and clients is also based on the level of client customization of integrated supply chain functions through outsourc service providers' e-business applications and solutions. Fynes et al. [20] study the nature of supply chain relationships with the aim of improving customer satisfaction. The authors define the supply chain relationship quality as the degree to which both parties in a relationship are engaged in an active, long-term working relationship, and using indicators of communication, trust, adaptation, commitment, interdependence, and co-operation. The mutual interest of the works presented above is that they try to improve the supply chain performance while following several strategies or models. The use of information technologies, information exchange, and sharing, inter-organizational communication, trust, cooperation and intra- and inter-organizational collaboration form essential factors of supply chain performance. However, a company must be able to clearly define its requirements in performance in order to identify which are the best practices meeting these needs. In the following section, we are going to present more precisely and exhaustively all the factors collected from the literature which we could gather and which lead the performance of the supply chain.

3. CLASSIFICATION OF FACTORS INFLUENCING THE PERFORMANCE

According to our literature review, we realize that each study aims to identify the influences of some collaborative or technical practices on one or two types of performance, by testing several hypothesis. The goal of this section is to gather and classify every practice identified in the literature leading to the improvement of the performance.

We could extracted fifty seven hypotheses from the studied research [21], which have been tested by experts of the domain through companies surveys. To classify these hypotheses, we initially sought to characterize the nature of each of them. That led us to express the hypotheses in the form of “A has a positive effect on B” where A is a characteristic known as “factor” and B is a characteristic known as “impact/result”, by respecting the original idea of the authors. Example: “The use of information technologies has a positive effect on an inter-organizational communication”. In this example, “the use of the information technology” is the factor and “the inter-organizational communication” is the impact/result. We found some hypotheses, which were verified and others, which the experiments of the authors did not allow the verification. We state that a hypothesis is verified if the characteristic “A” can generate or improve the characteristic “B”. If the characteristic “A” does not generate or does not improve the characteristic “B”, we say that the hypothesis is not verified (not to confuse with a false hypothesis).

We then gathered the identified characteristics in four main categories: performance characteristics, technical technological characteristics, relational and contextual characteristics and characteristics of the supply chain practices.

3.1 Performance characteristics

This class gathers ten characteristics, which represent the various forms of performance quoted in studied work: customer performance, supplier performance, financial performance, market performance, delivery performance, performance of service providers, alliance performance, and organizational performance. The goal is generally to improve these performances. Thus, it happens very often that these characteristics of performance are the "impact / result" characteristics of a tested hypothesis. The global performance of the supply chain is a combination of these various performances.

3.2 Relational and contextual characteristics

These characteristics form the big class (seventeen characteristics) because they present the various relationships, which can exist between the actors of the supply chain, and characterize the context, in which the company evolves. These characteristics describe the behaviour, the vision, the type of relationships and interactions between a company and its partners (suppliers or / and customers). Among these characteristics, we quote trust towards the supplier/customer, long-term relationship orientation, inter- and intra-organizational communication, collaboration… Some characteristics can be gathered in subclasses because they concern the same concept: for example, the quality of supply chain relationship, the trust, the capacity…

3.3 Technical and technological characteristics

This class of eight characteristics is based on the use of information technologies. It gathers the techniques and the technological choices made by a company such as information sharing support technology, inter-firm system integration mode, e-business technologies…

3.4 Characteristics of supply chain practices

This class gathers nine characteristics dealing with supply chain practices. These practices have been defined as a set of activities undertaken in an organization to promote effective management of the supply chain [7]. Therefore, we find in this class the practices of information sharing, production, planning, etc.

Table 1 presents the four classes of characteristics and refers to the studied bibliographical sources. Each research work was interested in one or more
characteristics. On each line, figures represent for every research work the number of hypotheses in which a characteristic appears, either as factor (F) or as result (R).

This table highlights certain interpretations:
- The common goal of all these works is to improve one or several kinds of performance.
- All the authors were more interested in the relational and contextual characteristics.
- The technical and technological characteristics and the characteristics of supply chain practices are rather factors characteristics.
- Almost every author (except one) has studied the relational and contextual characteristics that are rather factors than results.

Table 1. Bibliographical reference synthesis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Technical and technological</th>
<th>SC practices</th>
<th>Relational and contextual</th>
<th>Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[1]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F R</td>
<td>6 6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5]</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[17]</td>
<td>5 3</td>
<td>4 2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3]</td>
<td>5 5</td>
<td>4 2</td>
<td>1 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[6]</td>
<td>1 7</td>
<td>2 1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[20]</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[8]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Total</td>
<td>16 8 18 2 37 26</td>
<td>3 26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>24 20 63 29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. FACTORS MODEL INFLUENCING THE PERFORMANCE

The identification of the hypotheses studied in the literature and the classification of the characteristics led us to build a detailed model of the factors influencing the performance. We have considered only verified hypotheses.

This model (figure 1) is a directed graph including four types of vertex (a type of vertex for each type of characteristic). A vertex can have one of the following forms: rectangle, round rectangle, hexagon and octagon to present respectively characteristics of supply chain practices, technical and technological characteristics, relational and contextual characteristics and performance characteristics. Each class gathers characteristics, which can be at the same time “factors” (origin of an arrow), and/or “results” (destination of an arrow). The various relations between these elements model the hypotheses: a directed arc between two characteristics, in the same class or not, models a hypothesis. Moreover, one class of characteristics can gather one or more subclasses of characteristics. These subclasses are the semantic grouping of some characteristics.

We can represent the model in an aggregate form (Figure 2) according to the number of arrows connecting a class to another. This global model gathers obviously the four classes of characteristics. Full arrows present the interactions between these various classes, the thickness of the arrow being proportional to the number of hypotheses checked between these classes. As first interpretation, we can notice that the class of characteristics of performance is the “target” class. The class of the relational and contextual characteristics represents the “core” of the model since it interacts with all the other classes. Moreover, it has the greatest influence on the class of performance. Thus, for a company, it is interesting to concentrate on this type of characteristic and to define its relations and its strategies with its partners. So important, the class of the technical and technological characteristics has a rather strong influence on the characteristics of performance. This class also interacts with the class of relational and contextual characteristics but not with the one of supply chain practices. Finally, the class of supply chain practices characteristics has a medium influence on the class of performance and has no relation with the technical and technological characteristics. On the other hand it appears to be rather influenced by the class of relational and contextual characteristics.

The contribution of these two models is double. On one hand for the researchers, these models aggregate various factors of performance (through several types of characteristics: technical, relational…), what is almost absent in the scientific literature. We find generally one or two types of characteristics studied in every research work. In other words, they propose a general sight of the factors contributing to performance and of their weights. On the other hand, these models allow a company to situate itself regarding its collaborative practices and relationships that it keeps with its supply chain partners. These models offer companies knowledge on causal relations between technical / technological, relational / contextual, supply chain practices and performance characteristics. A company may better understand in which direction focusing its efforts: partners’ relationship reengineering, information and communication technologies investments… and the limits of some practices for the improvement of its supply chain performance. Moreover, our model reveals many hypotheses, i.e. causal relations, which have not been tested yet.

5. CONCLUSION

To remain competitive, any company tries to build a strategy allowing remaining in the best conditions in front of present competitive strengths within its sector. The performance of a company, in terms of cost, quality and delays, depends more and more strongly on its capacity to optimize its relationships with its partners and on its ability to collaborate and to exchange the good information.
This work has consisted in proposing model of the factors influencing the performance of the various actors in the supply chain. Based on a review of recent literature, we have identified the main factors, which can contribute to the performance. This performance concerns either each actor of the chain as such, or all the supply chain. We have distinguished the performance of the company, of the supplier, of the customer, as well as the indispensable elements to reach these performances such as the use of information and communication technologies, intra and inter-organizational collaboration, inter-organizational communication, production practices...

Each one of the authors was interested in one aspect of the performance. The proposed model, which gathers 48 hypotheses on 44 characteristics, represents a reference model of factors contributing to the performance of the supply chains for researchers and companies. This model could be of course completed and enhanced by a more complete analysis of the
literature. Indeed, one can wonder about the role of the other supply chain practices as VMI or CPFR on the performance, and their place in the model.

In terms of perspectives, it would be interesting to test new hypotheses and to study the correspondence between the configuration of a company – such as its global strategy, the characteristics of its products lines – and the collaborative practices, which it puts in place (or wishes to implement) to assure the required coordination between actors for the improvement of their performance.

It would be also interesting to test the transitivity of the relations between the various characteristics; for example, if “A has a positive effect on B” and “B has a positive effect on C”, could we say, “A has a positive effect on C”? This could give more choices to decision makers and possibly reduce the number of characteristics.

Finally, the notion of hypotheses could be widened to conditional hypotheses. Certain unchecked “simple” hypotheses may be verified under certain conditions: if “A has no positive effect on B”, it may be that, by adding factor “C”, “A, under the condition C, has a positive effect on B”.
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